
National Australian Jass Tournement 
 

  General Rules 
 

1. Schieber Variation of Jass is played with German cards 
(Schelle, Schilte, Eichle, Rose) 

2. 10 rounds of 8 games are played 
3. Each game totals 157 points 

Individual Card points: 
Trump – Bauer = 20, Nell = 14 
Obenabe – Ace = 11, 8 = 8, 6 = zero 
Undenufe – 6 = 11, 8 = 8, Ace = zero 
for all – Ace = 11 (except Undenufe), King = 4, Ober = 3, Under = 2, 
10 = 10, 
last trick = 5 
no points for Stöck, Wys or Match 

4. Once the cards are turned after a trick they can not be shown again 
5. A wrong card on the table (either time-wise or suit-wise) can be taken back, but 

that card will not be able to take a trick in that game 
6. Each of the games should be played out. If a player puts all remaining cards on the 

table and it proves that not all cards were a sure trick, all the remaining cards go to 
the opponents 

7. The partner of the one who’s turn it is to announce trumps can only look at his 
cards once the call “Trump” or “Schiebe” has been made 

8. No signs or talk during the game – discuss strategies before dealing 
 

Miscellaneous 
 
1. Each player is assigned a randomly selected number – a different partner is 

randomly chosen for each round 
2. Each player will get a score-sheet 
3. Each player must accurately record her/his points and crosscheck with the points 

of the opponents 
4. Each game has a total of 157 points, each round has a total of 1256 points 
5. At the completion of each round the scores are collected from each table and 

entered into a spreadsheet 
6. The individual scores of each round are added, the player with the highest number 

of points will be declared Jass Champion 
7. In case of a tie, the players with an equal amount of points will be ranked the 

same, there are no playoffs 
 
 
 

 


